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DEMOBLACK and GW astronomy

GW150914: the first binary black hole (BBH)

Abbott et al. 2016, PhRvL, 116, 1102

O1 + O2: 10 BBHs and 1 binary neutron star
(Abbott et al. 2019, PhRvX...9c1040A)

O3a: 39 new events (Abbott et al. 2020, https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.14527
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.14533)

GW190412 (Abbott et al. 2020, PhRvD, 102, 3015 ) 

      GW190425 (Abbott et al. 2020, ApJ, 892, L3)

       GW190521 (Abbott et al. 2020, PhRvL, 125, 1102; 2020, ApJ, 900, L13) 
GW190814 (Abbott et al. 2020, ApJ, 896, L44 )

 

O3b: public candidates @ https://gracedb.ligo.org/

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.14527
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.14533


Abbott et al. 2016ApJ...818L..22A
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Open question: What are the formation channels of BBHs?

Binary evolution in isolation Dynamical formation in star clusters
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Formation channels
of binary black holes

(BBHs) 

Binary star 
evolution

Massive star evolution

Mass transfer, common 
envelope, GW decay 

in binary systems

core-collapse,
pair-instability

electron-
capture 

supernovae

Our population-
synthesis

codes:
MOBSE, SEVN

N-body 
dynamics

Realistic initial 
conditions for N-body 
dynamics: star cluster 

formation Dynamical processes:
exchanges, hardening, 
core collapse, Spitzer’s 

instability, runaway 
collisions, ..

GR: post-
Newtonian 
approach

Direct N-body
simulations of star 

clusters

Cosmological
evolution

Merger rate across 
cosmic time

Evolution of 
BBH properties
(mass, spins, 
time delay)

across cosmic 
time

Prediction of host 
galaxies across cosmic 

time (star formation 
rate, metallicity) Motivation of next 

generation GW 
detectors

Mock GW
Data

Predictions for masses, 
redshifts, spins and 

eccentricities of future 
observations

GW WAVEFORMs
to produce mock data

LIGO, VIRGO, 
ET, CE 

sensitivities for 
detectability

Bayesian analysis 
to compare mock 
data against real 

data

Multidisciplinary approach: from binary evolution to GR to dynamics to cosmology
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Binary evolution through population synthesis

SEVN pop-synthesis code: 

* massive star evolution
* binary evolution processes
* supernova treatment

Recent publications:

Spera et al. 2015; Spera & MM 2017; 
Spera et al. 2019; MM et al. 2020;
Costa et al. 2020

(pulsational) pair instability opens a gap in BH mass (Spera & MM 2017)

Gap depends on star rotation and collapse of H envelope (MM et al. 2020)
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BBH dynamics: beyond pair instability

Recent publications:

MM 2016; Di Carlo et al. 2019, 2020a, 
2020b; Rastello et al. 2020

BHs with mass in pair instability gap
and intermediate mass black holes 
(>100 Msun) by runaway collisions 
(Di Carlo et al. 2019)
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Cosmological evolution of the merger rate and BBHs

Cosmological simulation 
(e.g. Illustris, Vogelsberger+ 2014; EAGLE, 
Schaye+ 2015; GAMESH, Graziani+ 2015)

or data – driven approach 
(Giacobbo & MM 2018; Santoliquido, MM+ 2020)
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Cosmological evolution of the merger rate and BBHs

* Analytical models (based on observed SFR and metallicity)   
* Cosmological simulations (EAGLE, Illustris)
* Pop. synthesis + Dynamics 

Recent publications:

MM et al. 2017; MM & Giacobbo 2018;        
MM et al. 2018, 2019; Toffano et al. 2019;     
Artale et al. 2019, 2020a, 2020b; 
Santoliquido et al. 2020a, 2020b

BBH merger rate density grows with 
redshift (Santoliquido et al. 2020)

Important for next-generation
GW detectors (Einstein Telescope)
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Models versus data with Bayesian inference

* GR waveforms
* Detector sensitivity (LIGO, Virgo, ET, CE)
* Bayesian inference tool (odds ratio, mixture fraction)

Recent publications:

Bouffanais et al. 2019, 2020Dynamical formation versus isolated 
formation in comparison to O1+O2 data

Mixing fraction analysis:
Slight preference for 
dynamical formation from 
total BBH masses
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Mass gap and GW190521: the BBH which shouldn’t exist

Recent publications:

Di Carlo et al. 2019, 2020a, 2020b, 
Costa et al. 2020

GW190521:

85 + 66 Msun

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDkTtZJaULw&t=1929s 

Possible interpretations:

* we miss details of massive star evolution 
(nuclear reaction rates? core overshooting?)

* mergers of stars in stellar clusters 

* mergers of black holes in stellar clusters

MS star

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDkTtZJaULw&t=1929s
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GW190814: extreme mass ratio and exotic secondary
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Team members and funding 
Michela Mapelli, team leader, prof, UniPd

Celeste Artale, postdoc, University of Innsbruck

Alessandro Ballone,postdoc, UniPd 

Yann Bouffanais, postdoc, UniPd

Guglielmo Costa, postdoc, UniPd

Marco Dall’Amico, PhD, UniPd

Ugo N. Di Carlo, PhD, University of Insubria

Nicola Giacobbo, postdoc, UniPd → Birmingham

Giuliano Iorio, postdoc, UniPd

Mario Pasquato, postdoc, INAF → MSCA fellow

Sara Rastello,postdoc, UniPd

Nadeen Sabha, postdoc, University of Innsbruck

Filippo Santoliquido, PhD, UniPd

Mario Spera, postdoc, UniPd, Northwesten 
→ tenure track @ SISSA

Stefano Torniamenti, PhD, UniPd

Funding:
Horizon 2020 through ERC Consolidator DEMOBLACK
INAF  (Astrofit, PRIN-SKA)
INFN (TEONGRAV)
MERAC Foundation
MIUR (MITIC, FIGARO)
National Austrian Science Foundation FWF 

http://demoblack.com/
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Thesis projects 1:

* Probing the role of compactness and other
recent SN prescriptions on the formation of BBHs 
Expertises: population synthesis, supernovae, stellar evolution

* The origin of black hole spins  
Expertises: stellar evolution + supernovae + GR

* Hierarchical formation of BBHs in dynamical environments 
Expertises: cosmology + dynamics + stellar evolution + GR

* Intermediate-mass black hole binary dynamics 
Expertises: dynamics + GR

* Formation of GW190521 via triple interactions
 Expertises: dynamics + stellar evolution + pop. Synthesis

* Formation of GW190521 via stellar mergers
 Expertises: stellar evolution + pop. synthesis

* Formation of GW190814 via dynamics versus stellar evolution
 Expertises: dynamics + stellar evolution + pop. synthesis
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Thesis projects 2:

* Dynamical formation of BBHs in AGN disks
Expertises: dynamics, cosmology, GR

* Formation of Wolf-Rayet + black hole binaries 
Expertises: stellar evolution, pop. synthesis, accretion in high-energy binaries

* Formation of binary neutron stars in the Milky Way ( SOLD OUT ;-) )
Expertises: cosmology + stellar evolution + pulsar physics

* O3 data and binary formation channels
Expertises: Bayesian inference + GR

* Rates of supernova channels
Expertises: stellar evolution + pop. Synthesis + supernovae
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